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CHAPTER I 
FACTORS RESPOl:ISIBLE FOR A lil!.'W PHII..OSOPHY OF EDUCATION 
The music teacher of today has only to look back ae 
far ae his own experiences ae a .music student to become 
a.ware that rapicl and ~:~ignifi cant changes in the underly-
ing philosophy of music teaching have occurred at all 
school levels. In gene:::.'al the emphasis has shifted from 
the development of mechanical skills through repetitive 
drill on formalized eKercises, to the development of the 
whole child through participation in a broad field of 
plea surable musical experiences. Carried further, the 
newer concept implies that these musical experiences will 
not be limited to the confines of the music department, 
but will carry over into many other subject matter fields 
of the school; and, in addition, into the home and the 
commu~ity. In other words, music should be regarded no 
long er as a specialized and isolated segment of the school 
curriculum, but as an integral part of the whole educative 
process. Such a concept makes it necessary for the music 
teacher to acquaint himself, at least in a general way. 
1 
Tlith a broad field of knowledg e ovel- and above hie special-
ized subject matter. Certainly he should h ave much more 
tlli~n a r~dding acquaintance with modern educational ideals. 
f'or his primary objective is identical with the denocratio 
ideal of public school education based upon Dr. John Dewey's 
idea of the f'ullest possible development of a.n integrated 
2 
and well-rounded individual who functions in a socially use-
ful manner. It seems obvious that if we, as teachers, are 
to achieve this aim, we must firet ot all underetand our 
students as human beings whose individual personalities are 
continuously evolving. This laet point carries the impliea.-
tion that any program which is set up in advance ie s ubject 
to change in order that 1 t may be adapted to the needs and 
interests of particular groups (or of particular i ndivi duals} 
as t h ese needs and interests arise. The teacher, i n his 
role as a counselor, should see to it that this indivi dual 
development is along lines consistent with the beet int erest& 
of society as a whole. 
It is important that the music educator keep in mind 
the changes in education in general which inf luence t h e prin-
ciples of music education. The following outline, from t h e 
Bulletin 2a Currioul~~ Trendst 1 graphically illustra tes the 
differences between the old outlook and the new. 
GJ:NERAL CHANGICS 
From -
1. Mass education. 
2. Subject matter curriculum 
syst emati ca.lly planned by 
adults, and carried on in 
a aeries of short recita-
tion periods. 
To -
1. ~ucation of t h e i ndi vi dual. 
2. Curriculura based upon dhild 
interest; emphasizing ex• 
periences leading t o new 
purposes, meanings, in-
sights s kills, i ntegra-
t i ons,'wit h act ivi t i es cen-
tering around dominant in-
terests. 
1 Zirbes, Laura, Curriculum Trends, Association for 
Childhood Education, 1935, p. 7. 
J'rom 
3. The school curriculum 
as a collection of is-
olated aubj ect areas 
stressing the acquisition 
of information and skills 
with no attempt to show 
how various subjects hinge 
upon each other. Students 
thus often fail to see the 
inter-relatedness of much 
of their learning. 
English, for instance, a 
departmentalized subject 
which has nothing to do 
with the speaking and wri-
ting which one does in art, 
science, or mathematics. 
Likewise music, a depart-
mentalized subj eot; ear 
training and sight singing 
entirely separated from har-
mony, composition, ensemble 
courses. Yany specialists 
in narrow areas often re-
sponsible for emphasis on 
segments of learning, to 
the neglect of "child-cen-
tered" values. 
4. Each minute of the day 
scheduled. 
5. Planned activities assigned 
to grade levels (teacher 
planned). Dictated, pre-
scribed a.nd controlled 
learning . Definite direc-
tion on the part of the 
teacher. 
6. Minimum essentials. Teach-
3. School experiences' ( sub• 
j ect areas) eo related to 
each other that "each by· · 
virtue of such a: relation-
ship involves a maximum 
degree of meaningfulness". 
Information and ski l le a.re 
considered functional -and 
the 1 earner should under-
stand their relati-onehip 
to some desired outcome. 
(An integrated program, 
does not preclude the de-
sirability of special sub-
jects, or areas; quite the 
contrary, for students 
with well defined and 
growing interests will de• 
mand opportunities to pur-
sue such interests. The 
subject specialist becomes 
increasing ly important tor 
the adequate education of 
children a.e they grow up. 
The well organized curri-
culum will combine the 
values of aubj ects plua 
•child centered" values, 
(~ •• such qualities as 
thoughtfulness, resource-
fulness, ability to solve 
problems, etc.) 
4. Freedom for the teacher 
and pupil to work s.nd plan 
together. Curriculum 
planned on the basis of 
units of work. 
5. Cooperation (of pupils 
a.nd teachers) in thinking, 
Pi'&nni ng, a.nd exp eri enc-, 
ing. Self planning and 
eelf direction. Freedom 
to discover, explore, 
think, play. Sympathetic 
t ea.cher guidance. 
6. Maximum possibilities. 
ing facts, drills, learn-
ing skills. Often accom-
panied by verbalism. 
7. Emphasis on textbooks, 
work foreordained by 
textbooks. All students 
using same text, with 
no idea of values in con-
sidering opposing points 
of view. 
8. Learning in order to use. 
R~uote goals, deferred 
purposes. 
4 
Establishing right a.tti tudes, 
learning through inference 
and insight, building up 
appreciations. Thinking ra-
ther than verbali~. 
7. Other ways of study in 
addition to textbooks; 
experimentation, inves-
tigation, excursions, 
child discovery and re-
discovery of pertinent 
knowledge. Use of nany 
texts, each child con-
sulting several sources 
to find needed in·formation. 
8. Using in order to learn. 
I mmediate purposes -
leading to more remote 
goal e. 
9. Emphasis on content values 
of curriculum. Storing up 
factual knowledge with 
little or no attention to 
the attitudes of the child-
ren toward this knowledge. 
9. Emphasis on process values 
of curriculum. The way of 
learning determines the at-
titudes of children. (With-
out right attitudes the 
content values of the cur-
riculum, no matter how fine, 
may be greatly weakened, or 
entirely lost.) 
lO.Over stimulation and over 
mature content, often re-
sulting in strain and ne-
gative attitudes. 
ll.Teacher as dictator. Tea-
cher directed recitations. 
Daily lesson plans. Depen-
dence on devices and ster-
eotyped procedure. 
lO.Growth needs and correspon-
ding maturity levels care-
fully studied, insuring the 
avoidance of evil effects 
of failure, strain, snd 
fatigue. 
ll.Teacher as guide - flexible 
use of time over a long 
range period. Sharing ex-
periences and ideas L~ng 
pupils. dis•usa ione leading 
to formulation of new pur-
poses. Teacher creates de-
vices ae needed in her par-
ticular situation. 
To this list one might add one other highly important 
chang e in educational conception which might be regarded a.a 
the focal. point fror.1 which all other changes have developecl: 
. - · . .· < .::,,: . 
12. Educat i on as a prepar-
ation for l.ife. 
12. Education as a part of 
life itself. 
In order to arrive at a clear understa..t'lding of the 
foregoing changes, two factors must be considered. Vlewed 
in sequence, these are: 
1. The underlying causes behind the changes. 
2. The agencies responsible for effecting the chliriges. 
The underlying causes behind chang es in educational 
concepts can be found in the changes Which have been taking 
pla ce in civilization over a long period of t ime. ThE! so• 
called •modern world• differs !rom the ancient or medieval 
in many ways. According to Professor Kilpatrick,l the most 
significant factor that distinguishes the modern world trom 
the ancient is the growth of test!d thought and its appli• 
cation to the affairs of men. When questions arose in Aria-
totle's time, they were settled by argument or authority, 
not by experim.ent. In 1590, when Galileo dropped two balls 
of differing weight from the Leaning Tower of Pisa, we ob-
serve the beginning of the testing of theory by observable 
fact, and, more important from the educational standpoint • 
we detect the first really serio\le questioning of authori-
tarianism. Carried to the present day, and more specifi· 
cally to our American society, the application of the scien-
tifi c method to problems of everyday living has result ed i n 
lKilpa.trick , William Heard,:lducation !.2£!. Chang ing .Q!!!-
lization, p. 9. 
. ·' .: 
.. . .. . . ~~· .· 
an increasing tendency to criticize our institutions and to 
change them according to the results of this criticism. 
Another aspect of the application of the scientific 
method is the spread of industrialization. The introduo-
tion of machinery in America led to the breakdown of tlle 
family and the small community as self-contained unite. 
Durir>.g colonial days the family raised and processed its 
own food, made its own clothing, and provided for all its 
imro.eiliat e needs. Under a prima.rily agrarian economy the 
fa..>nily v.tas a close-knit entity; socially and economically, 
it was relatively independent of neighboring fa.mili es and 
con~unities. The introduction of machinery, coupled with 
improved methods of transportation and co::·, rruni cation, led 
to a g rowing interdependence between fam.ili es, corn:nurd ties, 
st;:ttes, and nations. This gro·wth of local, nat.ions.l, and 
interr.ational interdependence introduces many difficult 
problems in hu.1-r1a.n relationships. As Kilpatrick puts it: 
"Tr~e :material advance in civilization tl" .. reatens to outrun 
our social a.nd moral ab ility to grapple with t he problems 
so introduced. "1 The inference here is plain. Our social 
and. nora1 outlook must keep pac e with our rn ... q.t erial advance. 
These considera tions mean a reorganization of school aims 
and procedures. Curriculum and method must both be shifted 
from their old static basis to a n~• dynar~ic basis. 
1~ •• p. 49. 
' 
The old education was intended to supplement the learn-
,ir.!{; received in the home. In the early close-knit fa."nily 
the home learning included such things as the languag e of 
:dail:\' life. domestic duties, occupational guidance, and moral 
and social attitudes and customs as learned in the daily 
living of group life. The school assumed the responsibility 
of providing a more formal type ot learning, and streased 
such things as the acquisition of facts, specific habits and 
skills. As stated by Fox and Hopkins, "The old education 
faces toward the past - orients youth into facts. mor:a.l 
codes, fixed habits and customs of the social irJteri tance. 
It assumes that conditions of life today a.re simila r to 
those in the past."1 Bound by tradition, the old school r e-
fuses to accept the fact of constant and rapid chan ge , and 
a.ssumes that wha t was good enough for past g enerat ions is 
good enough for the youth of today. 
The growing rate of juvenile delinquincy provides con• 
crete evidence that, in a growing number of cases, the 
home no longer gives the child adequate prepara.t ion for 
successful living. With the rise of modern industrial con-
ditions (rapidly accelerated by the recent war), the home 
no longer has its former educative influence. There is an 
increasing tendency for both parents to work outside the 
home. In these cases the children are left with little 
lFox, Lillian 1!., and Hopkins, L.T., Creative School Music, 
p. 4. 
a 
first-hand acquaintance with essential economic procesees 
and few cooperative contacts with their parents. This prob-
lem is further complicated by another result of our changed 
economy. A few decades a.go the average American achieved. 
adulthood between the ages of sixteen and eighteen, e.nd 
persone in this age ~roup readily accepted adult responsi-
bilities. As recently as the Civil War Period most persons 
at eighteen were considered mature enough to marry and 
undertake the economic, social, and moral obligations at-
tached to the raising of a family. Over a period of time 
several factors have been responsible for considerable a.l-: 
t era.tion of this situation. The replactunent of child labor 
by machinery, the depression of the early thirtiee, two 
world wars, rapid scientific progress, and the longer 
training period demanded by the increasing complexity of 
all kinde of occupational endeavor are among the most im-
portant factors that have served to prolong the period of 
economic dependency. Educators, realizing that an effect-
ive democracy calls for a.n enlightened public, are chiefly 
1·esponeibl e for the state laws requiring school attendance 
until the a.ge of eighteen. The .factors mentioned above, 
and the educational-voca.tior.al program sponsored by the 
government under the G. I • .Bill, extend the period of train-
ing and education to the age of twenty-one and beyond. 
Thus, in a growing number of cases, today' s young people 
do not become economically independent until they are at 
least five years older than their p. rede·· .. .,., ..... ,. ............ ·;#' ..... """'""'"" ... "" ..... tb• et·v:tl 
Vlar period. Stated in psych olog ical ternusl t b.••• ..... ia , to4fl.¥; 
a prolonged period of adolescence during Which ru1 i ndividual 
experiences considerable frustra tion in the ma.tt,.er r>1: be--
coming economi ca.lly, emotionally, a nd. soci al-ly tree to l\ 
degree commensurate with his physica l maturity . .Moet P•1· 
chologista agree that a dolescence 1 e the mo a t ori tical 
period in human development. If t h i2:l is tru$ , it ocntfit!.t.u-
tee a gr~ve responsibility for educa tion . 
The new school mus't, in addition to d ev eloping voQ ... 
tional efficiency. provide opportunities for a.ct1.1al livtns. 
in ordercto deve1op necessary social-moral hab i ts end at-
titudes. :: in the words of Fox and Hopkins: 
The new education faces toward the futu:t·e - ori anto 
youth into conditions of the pre sent, n ot negleotin& 
the past when it is of value in int erpretin g i ttaed.i.-
a.te issues. - alYlays aids youth to formula te •onut 
concepts o£ the possibilities of' the future. It as-
sumes a consta.ntlx ch~inf dynamic world; s.ocl&l 
life in the process 0 rap d evolution in whieh . 
fl~ible intelligence is the basic factor ;n direct-
ing eocial change to a. higher 1 evel of eoc.&l ef• 
ficiency. • 2 
Recent developments in t h e .field of JH:'Iyobology con• 
stitue further cause for changes i n educational conception . 
The old concept of learning , known as the atomiet i.{; or !!!: 
cha.nistic psychology of learning , aesumes that • t.}Ut llbole 
1 ra.pb are in a.greerAent 
The ideas contained in this para.g ll~ Cole i n chapter I 
with thoae expressed by Doctor Lue · 
of her book PsycholosY £!. Adol es cenc_!• 




is equal to the sum of its parts; the whole is always pre-
dictable from the parts - the whole can be explained in 
ter.ms of the parts - or the canplex can be explained in 
terms of the simple. The ii!Ji)lication is that each part is 
a separate, fixed entity unamenable to change in size, 
shape, function or relationship to other parts." 1 This 
concept is responsible for the emphasis, by the old eduoa• 
tion, on isolated facts, drill on small unrelated units, 
and the learning of skills in prepa.rat ion for future use. 
The new or organismi,o psychology of learning assumes that 
the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. 
There is something above. beyond. or in addition to 
the parts that integrates their movements into such 
a. d.yna.mi o adjustment that all may move harmoniously 
toward the achievement of a. de:t'ini te end. There is 
a mutual dependence and relationship between parts 
and whole. The organism must feel a. unity with its 
environment if the wholeness of the organism is to 
be preserved. The area of enviro~~ent should be 
within the area to which the organism has developed 
sensitivity. The emphasis is on integration of 
self, the normal functionir~ of the whole organism, 
the total effect of the ~otal learning situation 
upon the total organism. 
Applied to the new education the organismic theory sees 
the learner as a whole living organism operating in a. 
physical and social environment. Skills are considered 
functional, and are learned as neede arise. The school 
curriculum is viewed as a series .2!, experience,s, and the 
emphasis is on those experiences which will aid the 
libid •• p. 9. 
2!bid •• p. 11. 
individual in setting ends, selecting means, testing results, 
and developing attitudes that will lead to the acceptance of 
cons equenoes. 
Another psychological concept largely responsible for a. 
reorganization of the curriculum is concerned with the nature 
of creativeness. The traditional view (and the one which is 
dor~1inant in American educational theory practice today} l re-
gards creativeness a.e a special gif't possessed by a. favored 
few. Under this viewpoint an individual is considered ere-
ati ve only if he produces some thing superior to anything 
that has been accomplished in a particular field. The em-
phasis is on the quality of the end product. Since a child 
cannot hope to produce anything superior to wr.a.t has already 
oeen done by a more experienced adult, his learnings are 
primarily imitative, or, in other words, he is given no op-
portuni ty to develop his crea.ti ve powers. A new concept of 
creativity, supported by Kilpatrick, Coleman. l!"ox-Hopkins, 
Perham, and others, assumes that every child has the ability 
to create in some degree. Ae a rule he can produce some-
thing that is superior or unique when compared to a.nytr.ing 
he has done before. Even a child o£ below average ability 
can have a creative experience within the limits of hie abil-
ity. This concept ie responsible for the recent emphasis 
on creative activity as a dominant factor in the new educ~ 
tion. In the words of one authority: 
ltbid., p. 1e. 
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Children should be stimulated to do independent think-
ing . They should have a chance to make their owtl de-
cisions. a.t 1 east some of them. They will need care-
ful guidance :from the teacher, but the 1earni5 is 
theirs, because they have had the experience,· notbe-
ca.use they h ave
1 
been told by the teacher just how it 
should be done. 
It is g enerally recognized by our leading educators 
t, in actual situations, the number of cases in w:V.ioh 
new educational principles are applied is woefully 
• One of the characteristics of demo cre.tic procedure 
the extrene slowness of 1 ts opera.t ion. The demands of 
democratic people for chang es in education come only 
en the need for changes has been evident for a long time. 
ortunately, by the time Changes are effected, ~ de-
s of a changing world have made many of the public-
nduced chang es ob s olete. In same instances there is a 
endency to relega.t e everything connected with the old 
chool to the ash heap, without considering that .!2m£ of 
h e procedures and part of the content of the old educa.-
still useful in today's life situations. There 
a need for a knowledge of the three R'e. The 
o 1 lowing excerpt from an article in a current periodical, 
-ile presenting a biased view, illustrates what r.appens 
when drill on fundamentals is entirely eliminated: 
THRJ:!:.E TillES FOUR Il{ DETROIT 
Critice of "prog ressive" elementary and secondary 
e ducation drawn ch iefly from the middle-ag ed and elder-
ly, have iong contended tha.t the old drill methods in 
1Perham, Beatrice, Music !a !h!!!! School, P• 63. 
the three R'e were better than the current freedom-from-
rote eyetem of instilling knowledge in youthful heads. 
Last week in Detroit their numbers were augmented 
by high-echool pupils in a maJor controversy which set 
the Board of Education on its ear. The springboard for 
the debate which roused parents ae well as teach ers and 
assorted employers wa.e a series of nine articles in the 
Detroit !£!!. Press que:st ioning the teaching methods in 
the city's public schools. 
Alphabet Goops: The Free Press inquiry started ear• 
ly last month wlien the banker brother of one of the pa-
per's editors noticed that some newly hired bank employes 
had to have the alphabet posted on the wall b efore they 
could arrange papers in alphabetical order. The reporter 
assigned to the story, promptly bega n turning up damaging 
facts. A few samples: 
A high-school graduate couldn't read time on his 
watch; another, applying for a job in an auto plant, 
didn't know the answer to 3 times 4. 
High-school teachers who conducted a private survey 
of their own discovered to their dimnay that a group of 
students confronted with spelling the word "apostrophe" 
spelled it 61 different ways. 
More than 50 per cent of the tenth graders in hig h 
school failed in a sin~le arithmetic jest in which they 
were told to add eight small numbers. 
This article infers that the progressive method is 
at fault. The basic trouble, however, is in t h e appli-
cation of the method. When the progressive method was 
first introduced there was a tendency for nuny tea chers 
and administrators to go completely overboard and allow 
children complete freedom in selecting and carrying out 
their activities. Observation will convince anyone that 
this practice still persists in many situations today. 
lZ 
The progressive method does not neglect fundamental skills. 
lNewsweek, Jan. 6, 1947, P• 66. 
On the contrary, it makes them f unctional and thus. more 
meaningful to the child. No method ca.n be fairly judged 
unless it is administered by adequately trained personnel. 
Emergency credentials do not constitute adequa.te : tra.ining 
for any method of tea ching, and, considering the" large num-
ber of people now teaching with emerg ency credentials. it 
is not surprising that failures in education should ~e, 
the news. 
While it is important to recognize the need for con- .· 
stan t r eorganizat i on _of t h e curriculum, the responsi bilit_y 
of educators does not end here. .Bducational leadere -must ·. 
see to it that necessary changes pro gress from t:tle Ea.per 
stag e to the point of appli~tion in the classroom. The 
importance of the teacher as an agent in putting theory 
into practice cannot be overemphaeized, a.nd the responsi• 
bility for adequately trained teach ers rests directly on 
our tea cher-training institutions. These i neti tut ions 
must not only keep pace with current problems, but also 
should anticipate changes in the social s t ructure that 
a re likely to appear in the future. 
AGIDTCI ES THAT E..."G'FECT CHANGES nr EDUCATION 
The teach er-training institut i on and t h e classroom 
teacher constitute two of the most i mportant a g enc i es for 
putting educa.t ional changes int o effect. but there are many 
other a g encies which play an important pa rt as sources ot 
leadership, suggestion, a.nd crit i cism. The first step in 
effecting changes involves setting up educational aims, 
planning the program in the light of the aims, and evalu-.. 
ating the final result. Important agencies responsible 
for this stag e of curriculum construction inolu.de parent-
15 
teacher organizations, administrators and supervisors, 
educational planning boards and commissions, and eduoa• 
tional psycholog ists and philosophers. Occasionally cer• 
tain groups such as large business concerns, religious 
denominations, temperance societies, and political parties, 
succeed in applying enough pressure to force the school to 
adopt their special interests as a part of the educational 
prog~. The following viewpoint in rega rd to agencies 
tha t affect the school curriculum is offered by Dr. Yursell: 
The program. of studies as it works out from day to 
da.y in actual practice is the reeul tant of many forces 
a nd many pressures often more or less conflicting. The 
complete making of a curriculum do es not take place in-
side any committee room, but rather in and t h rough a 
working adjustment between the school and i te consti tuen-
cy. And by far the strongest influence in determinir~ 
what shall be taught and what shall not js public opin-
ion operating over long periods of time. · 
Moat teachers will probably agree with Kursell' e 
statement, but it should be remembered that the teacher, 
as a. public servant, should not only satisfy the demands 
of his co.nmuni ty, but also should do all in his power to 
raise the cultural level of those under his influence. 
Summary: The attempt bas been made to point out the 
1Mursell, James L., Music ~American Schools, p. 5. 
J:·, . 
most significant caueea responsible for chang es in eduoat lon• 
al content and procedure. The., dev.elopment of :modem ec.i ence 
a.nd the application of the scientific method to all phases 
of life have introduced a variety of new economic, cultural 
and social proble~. It ie the task of' education to make the 
... 
changes that will beet assist the young people of today in 
solving the problems of the future. There are several &gen-
.. ,.· .. :·. 
cies responsible for pt.ltting educational changes into effect. 
These include teacher training institutions, classroom tea.ch-
.·· 
ere, parent-t eacller as so ciati one. edu.ca.tional plannir.g boards 
and commissions. occasional pressure groups. educat ional pay-
~·: .. ·. 
chologiaste and philosophers, and public opinion operating 
over long periods of time. 
CHAPTER II 
IMPLICATIONS FOR TH:E Kl'.EM:lmTARY 
SCHOOL IliSTR~AL WS!C PllOORd 
It ha.e been pointed out that the music teacher :ruto.4• 
to be aware of recent trends in the field of seneral ed:u• 
cation in order to understand the implications tor m\UlicC 
education. Since this thesis ie concerned with muld .. c m 
the elementary school., the discussion here will be limite4 
to the implications for music at this level. Thttte are 
many excellent sources in whi cb the reader can find & 
wealth of information about the total music pro~ra.a in the 
elementary school. but comparatively little bae 'bean writ• 
ten about the implications of recent eduoa.ticm&l develop. 
ments for instrumental. music in the gra.dea. The em.pha.aia 
in t~his chapter, therefore. will be on the la.tter point. 
One of the most important oons1 d era.tions tor any 
teacher is the matter of integration. ~here itt eone14er-
a.ble disagreement among educators a.hout t he mea.nir,;g of the 
term. One prominent music educator has defined it in rr 
lation to correlation as follows: 
Integration means unifying the work of turr•:ral. aub-
j ects or in the various divisions of one eubJ ect.. 11n.•1uch ' -1? dam t 1 aim is a. ch i eved. Corr• &1r Ol:j 
a way that some .. un · en a. . . · · . . of relat iorustr1p& 
ie merely pointing out and becoru.ng a.~~~= there i s al1faja 
between various subj ecte. In . 1in~1ra correlation t h • r e-a central. unifying idea or top c1 n 
lat ionships are more incidental. · 
lGehrkene, K.W., "A Distinct ion In 'l'er.ms, » Mu..eic J!!iucatortJ 
Journal, p. 14, Feb., 1938. 
--~ . : ~ ·. ··. ' . ~ 
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In this def'ini t 1 on, eubj ect matter 1 s regarded ae the 
b a sis for integration, and many educators do not get beyond 
t h is point of view. A more recent viewpoint regards the 
child as the center of the integrating prog ram. Integration . 
in this sense, ia a process within the individual rather 
than a manner of organizing the curriculum. A writer i n t h e 
field of psychology defines integration in the followi ng 
manner: 
Integration ie a etate of a.n individual in which hie 
various habits, perceptions, motives, and emot ions are 
fully coordinated, resulting in effective a4justment. The 
integrated person acts as a balanced whole.l 
The authors of one of the most acceptable texts used 
for training element a ry school music teachers have enla r g ed 
u pon the l a tter definition as follows: 
The integ rated p .erson acts in a rationally coherent 
manner at all times. He ha.s forti tude, a sense of duty, 
t h rift, and tolerance. He shows ability to differentia te 
a nd recognize truth, g oodness, and beauty in his cul t ural 
rela tions - with an intellectual liking for that which 
accords with accepted hi gh standards. He is well rounded 
- well balanced - looks at lif e realistically, recognizes 
its proble~s, a.nd meets all issues in a courag eous ma.nner.2 
Anoth er music educator defines int egrat ion as "the 
fusion of subject matter and the child's act ivi ties---
wh i ch is brought about when children become absorbed in 
some study tha t has vi tal meaning to them. " 3 
It is unfortunate that eo many writers in the field 
21 s ha.ffer, L.F., The Pstcholot:S,Y of A~ustment, p. 382. Brooks and Erowii";]!us c :Kduca.t'I'On n the Xlementa.:z 
School, p. 244. · 
3Ferham, .2£• cit-,, p. 35. 
,of education resort to individual definitions of terms ·. :. 
in what aeeme to be an attempt to read new aeaninga into 
i old ideas. At the present time the issue is so eonfuaed 
, that every writer epends half a page or more tJ;."y i ng to 
explain what he means when he uses a term, and t h is in 
, spite of the fact that there is a dictionary which sup-
: posedly defines the t erma used i n educa tional 11 t erattt.re. 
: In connection with this last point it seems to the writ er 
that it would be far simpler and wiser to use words as 
they are defined in good standard dictionaries. The~e 
seems to be no valid reason why the term "integration• 
cannot be used in connection with either an individual or -
a body of knowledge or both, for, stated in the simplest 
p ossible terms, to integrate means to :make whole. In t he --
elementary school the crux of this problem centers around 
the idea of helping the child help himself to become a 
well balanced adult who can make a.n effective and, at the 
same time, a socially acceptable adjustment to the prob-
1 ems he faces. The teacher is dealing with children, and 
it is important for her to realize that a. child , and parti-
cula rly a.n adolescent one, sh ould not be expected to con-
form to adult standards in the matter of integ r a tion. The 
tea cher can do her utmost to guide the child i nto t h e acti-
vities that will enable htm to develop into an integrated 
adult , but a he will save hers elf and the child a great 
amount of unnecessary pain if she remembers that behavior 
· • :··;.· .. ··. 
·.·.:.: 
·. ·' 
: ·.· : : ·: ;.'::~ 
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which would be considered abnormal in an adult may be en-
tirely normal in a child. It is more important tor the 
child to be socially acceptable to his peers than to be 
socially acceptable to adults. The attempts by parents 
and teachers to make model men and women out of' children 
while they are still children, do incalculable harm by 
bringing the child into conflict with members of his age 
group. We should remember that J'ohnny wants to be a 
regular fellow and that this desire is the result of hie 
basic need to get along in a social situation that he oan 
understand. This does not mean that we are to ignore 
standards of' conduct; it means only that we should keep 
a proper perspective. 
If, as most educators agree, the child is the most 
important consideration in the educational program, the 
teacher must learn all she can from available data about 
each child's home life, health, scholastic record, I.~., 
attitudes, interests, and general character. She should 
also. by means of informal interviews, attempt to get im-
portant information which is lacking in the data at band. 
In addition she must know something of the nature of the 
learning process. Professor Boyd H. Bode in his book !!!!:! 
We Learn states that "all learning is a crumge in experi--
ence such as to provide for increased control of bebav-
ior.•l For example a child touches a hot stove and is 
burned. Ae a result of this experience he ha.s learned ' to 
control his behavior to the extent that he avoids touching 
hot stoves. The child now looks at the stove in a differ-
ent light than he did before the burning episode. His ex-
perience of the stove has thus been reorganized. 
Often. the process of reorganization is more complie&• 
ted, a.nd it may not be evident what an exp eri en c e means. 
In such cases. it is necessary to make guesses a.nd to follow 
up with testing and verification of these guesses before one 
proceeds to act. This whole process is called thinking , 
which rnay be defined as "the finding and testing of mean-
ings. •1 This theory, sometimes called the pragmatic theory 
of learning, stems from what Dewey calls the oontinui ty of 
experience. According to this principle, school exper-
ia~ces are educative only in so far as they serve to modify 
or "reconstruct" the background of experiences which the 
pupil brings with him when he comes to school. Professor 
Bode makes a pertinent comment about t his theory: 
The opportunities for error, when this theory of 
learning is applied individualistically and not in the 
light of a social outlook, are all too numerous. The 
fact that learning is a process of reinterpreting or re-
constructing experience by the individual has led to ab-
surdities in "freedom• and pupil-planning, together with 
unpleasant by-products in the form of irresponsibility 
and bad manners, and a lack of significant organization in 
knowledg e, and to the notion that social outlook is pro-
vided for if encouragement is given to group activities. 2 
ltbid., p. 250. 
2!'5Tci., p. 270. -
The recent emphasis on the social aspects of education 
is due, in large measure, to the type of well-merited criti-
cism a~ressed above. 
\Vhat are the i~lications for instrumental music of 
the concept of integration and the theory of learning a.s 
a reconstruction of experience? To begin with, the teacher 
who is really interested in the development of the child 
will first use all the means a.t her disposal to determine 
what particular musical instruments ca.n be adapted to the 
child on the basis of his pl~sical and mental abilities, 
~~d his emotional needs. If the child is quite small many 
of the larger instruments will be eliminated because of 
the impossibility of adapting a small hand to a fingering 
system beyond its reach. Such instruments as the violin, 
flute, and clarinet require rapid responses and a good 
sense of pitch, e.nd if the child lacks these abilities it 
is wise to select another type of instrument. Certain de-
forrrdties in mouth and tooth structure may eliminate many 
of the wind instruments.l As a rule, ~ type of instru-
ment can be found for every individual. 
When it has been determined, on the basis of tests 
and other knowledge available, what instruments seem most 
suitable, the final choice of a specific instrument should 
be left up to the child. If possible, he should have an 
lThe writer is aware that many dentists recommend various 
types of wind instruments as aide in correcting dental de-
formities. 
· ·.·. 
opportunity to try several instruments before making a. 
final choice. In the ma.j ori ty o£ schools there are in-
sufficient funds to carry on an extensive s:cperiluental 
program with a variety of musical instrtunents. Generally, 
instruments are selected by parents or by the music teach-
er, a.nd all too often the music teacher selects an instru-
ment for a child on the basis of the needs in the band or 
orchestra rather than on the basis of the child's needs 
a.nd interests. Some practical sugg estions a.s to what c~n 
be done a.b out this sit ua.t ion wi 11 be made in a. la. t er chap-
ter. It is sufficient to , say here that the teacher s hould 
not allow a. child to struggle with an instrument he dis-
likes or is physically or mentally incapable of playing . 
Such a course can lead only to failure, and failure will 
most certainly not lead to integration. The term failure 
is used to mean the inability to produce a g ood musical 
result, and this raises the question of musical standards. 
Recently some music educators have written that they 
are not particularly concerned with the quality of the 
musical resul te obtained as long a.e the child has a.n op-
portunity to grow and develop.l The writer maintains that 
it ie the duty of the music teacher to make the musical 
experiences which she bl•inga to the child a.s rich as pos-
sible. If, a.s these same music educators suggest, we help 
the child to develop to his fullest potentialities. it 
lPerham, 22• ~., p. 28. 
2.4 
follows that the musical result should be of the highest 
calibre the child is capable of producing. It has been the 
writer's experience that when elementary school children 
are allowed to choose an instrument they like, and one that 
is adapted to their abi.li ties, the musical standards will 
be a s high as the teacher is capable of making them. The 
teacher will have to set the standards for the beginning 
instrumentalists, for most of them will have no sa~isfao• 
tory standards of their own. As the students progress 
they should be gradually weaned from a dependence on the 
teacher, and be encouraged to develop standards of their 
own. The manner in which this can be done will be des-
cribed in a later section of this thesis. Those who ad-
vocate a de-emphasis on musical standards are probably re-
acting agai nst the use of the martinet type of leadership 
that is so often associated with super l a tive e!"..semble per-
formance. While there is no room in a democratic educa-
tiona.l program for the dictator type of leadership, there 
is room for high standards, and it is the writer's con-
viction that these standards can and should be achieved -
under a program which is based on cooperative effort. The 
feeling of personal satisfact.ion that comes from doing a 
job as well as possible, and the sense of confidence that 
g rows with the ability to produce a. superior mus 1 cal re-




·.· . · 
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The psychological principle of emotional control 
through emotional release provides the key f or one of the 
most important implications of integration for instrumental 
music. It is rather firmly established that emotional im-
pulses, when not overtly expressed, tend to find outlets in 
more or less indirect channels. Frequently, a destructive 
emotion may be expressed in such a way that it does consid• 
er~ble har:m to the psyche. While a musical instrument is 
usually thought of in connection with the expression of 
such emotions as love and reverence. it also provides for 
harmless and effect! ve release of destruct! ve emotions. 
The tremendous appeal of music is predominantly emotional, 
and its importance a.s a medium of emotional release can 
hardly be overemphasized. 
- - -
The view of learning as a •reconstruction of ex-
perience• has several implications for instrumental muaio. 
The use of material for beginning inatrurnentaJ.ists that is 
already familiar as a result of their vocal experiences is 
the most obvious implication that comes to mind. Learning 
to play, on an instrument, a song that the child has al-
ready sung gives him an opportunity to reorganize his mu-
sical experience. Some practical applications of this 
technique will be discussed in the next chapter. Another 
implication concerns the method of presenting such elements 
as notation, time and key signatures, musical terms, and 
clef signs. These become meaningful to the child only 
when they are related to things within his experience. 
The variety of devices that may be employed in presenting 
these problems ia limited only by the extent of the fer-
tility of the t ea.cher' s ima.gina t ion. 
Every musical experience in the elementary school 
should be planned not only on the basis of individual 
differences, but also according to the needs of the great-
est number. As an aid in planning such a program some of 
the leading music educators have set up general objectives 
:for el ementa.ry school music. It should be understood that 
no list of objectives will re."lain constant an.d invariable. 
An effective program requires frequent reorganization and 
this means that obJ eotives will change from time to time. 
J! ost of the basic objective, however, persist for long 
periods of time; and, very often, a so-called list of new 
objectives is merely a restatement, in different words, 
of the old objectives. In the writer's opinion, no set 
of objectives should be authoritatively imposed upon the 
teacher a.ny more than the teacher should impose his 
theories on the children. Objectives~ useful as a 
g uide, and an awareness of them ma.y help a teacher to dis-
cover the weaknesses !n }'l..is particular program. Tl..1ey are, 
therefore, important enough to warrant consideration. 
Under the title "General Ohj ectives of :Music Education• 
Mursell presents the following: 
2? 
1. Development of" a feeling for ideal val.uee and f or 
the uplif'ting power a.nd mesea.ge of beauty i n nnudc. 
2. Establishment of music as an independent a nd eo n• 
tinuing interest. a.nd so an agency f or persona..l 
growth and self-fulfilment. 
3. Provide a demanding and disciplinar y experien c e f or 
young people a.s a. result of interes t in an u nder• 
taking. 
4. Afford construct! ve and convincing dra.ma.ti o exper ... 
iences. 
5. Provide young people with a. means of 11 f el.o:ng 
recrea.t ion. 
6. Lead to the discovery of talent.l 
Another authority lists the following g en eral objec-
tives for elementary school music: 
l. To provide many types of muei c EP.."'Perien ces i n 
order that each child may find someth ing t hat 
he may do with success, sat iafact ion, and en -
joyment. 
2. To lead children into knowledge of good music 
and an abiding love for it which will l a st 
throughout life and lead to ever-better mu-
sical participation on ever-higher levels. 
3. To discover special musical capaci t ies i n r.lhll • 
dren and to direct gifted childre~ into the best 
fruition of their potentialities. 
As stated by Beatrice Perham, the obj ecti v ea of mu-
sic education in the elementary school are as f ol l ows: 
-·-child development through a.cti ve, joyo us parti-
cipation in the many phases of music; incr:a s ing . co~­
tinuous participation with accompanying u..~aerstandina, 
eo~ppreeis.tion and love for music; right a tt i tudes towar, 
keen interests for and broadening experiences in mus c; _, 
~iP• cit., p. lZ. 
rooKs'" and Brown, .2£• cit., p. 41 
1 
1 
development of the conce,pt that music is something people 
l i ve by and with, not just an art which only the talented 
and initiated can enjoy.l 
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Bach of these authorities agrees that one of the main 
objectives of music education is the development of" posit-
ive emotional attitudes toward music. These attitudes a re 
va riously defined as love. appreciation, and enjoyment. 
Further examination of the obj ecti vee listed above reveals 
tha t music, consid e r ed as a social institut i on , provides 
vital emotional a nd social experience. a nd t h er efore con-
stitutes a major elenent in civilization. Although most 
music teachere and administrators would probably not put 
this idea in the same words, it is gratifying to discover 
how many of them are in a greement with the concept. During 
the past few years the writ er ha s asked some twenty-five 
mu s ic teachers and administrators wr..at t h ey regarded as t he 
primary objective of public school music. There were only 
three different answers to the question. First, t h e devel-
opment of g ood citizenship as a reeul t of the giv e a nd take 
in group musical activities; second, the development of 
suffi cient musical knowledg e to provide a basis for i ntel• 
lig ent evaluation and deeper a ppreciation when list eni ng to 
music; and third, t h e provision of an erJoya.ble emotional 
experience. Most of the members of this group a g r eed tha t 
t h e basic objective of public school mu sic is t h e develop-
1Perham, .211..· cit., p. 16?. In t h is l a st statement t h is 
writer is evTcrently speaking of the enjoyment of music 
from the standpoint of performa.uce. 
ment of effective citizenship. 
There is an increasing emphas.ia by all education on 
the social aspects of' the prog;r<?.m, and. music, a s a. s ocif;t.l 
1.nstitution, is asSUL'ling an increasi n gly import ant role. 
The concept of music as a social institution is well ex-
pressed by a prominent educator. He says: 
1!usi c is at once the most personal and the most social 
of the fine arts; it searches down int o t h e heart o f the 
individual being and calls out emotione f a r too deep for 
words to embody. Music is an a rt we e njoy tog ether, the 
more persons present, the greater joy f or each one. It is 
a social fine art. l!usic sweeps. fuses, and unites . When 
we eA.-press our COl!JllOn states of feeling tog eth e r - all of 
us feeling the same mood, the sa.'Tie emotion , e.nd g i ving the 
expression in music - social solidarity is created , a unity 
of spirit, a. community spirit that makes much for civic 
activity and civic service. Therefore, when we are singing 
a hyn".n that has high aspiration for t he whole people, wh en 
we sing it together , we a re e.."'t:p res e ing certain con::r.mon moods 
and emotions tog ether, we are uniting in a ep iri t of patri -
otism that is not the blatant, ugly attitude called by that 
name, but is that hunger o f hur;a.n brotherhood, for the lar-
g er unity of all in one whole of humanity .. that 1 s the 
hope of n:ankind. We seldom think o f music in t h is a spect , 
we do not think o f it a s the g reat i nstrument for t r a.i n ing 
citizens that it is. I am becowi ng i n c r ea singly convinced 
that the beet s i ngl e instrument we a re using i n th e ~ubfic 
schools, in educating for citizenship , is school mus1c. 
/ 
Summary: Integration has a number of i mp l ications for 
instrumental music in the elementary school. Stated brief-
ly these are as follows: 
1. Success is an important fact o r i n the development 
of a well adjusted personality. In order to achieve ~his, 
lGri~gs Edward H "JJusic In The Cultural Life of Ameriff'. 
Mus1c Educators National Conference Yearbook , 1 938 , P• • 
musical instruments should be eel eeted on t het baaie: ot in• 
dividual a.hilit i es. needs, and interests. 
2. Integration carries the i.mpli eat i o n o!' t he f ul loat 
development of potentialities, and th1a means tl~t •t-&l'ld&t'da 
must be kept at a. maximum level. The ohi ht mu.e t be e,n .. 
ooura.e;ed to develop hi a own eta.ndarda s o that h e m&y achie'to 
the emotional satisfaction that comes wi th t h e a coomplieh• 
ment of a superior piece of work. 
3. Instrumental music provides a. valuab l e medi um for 
the expression of' emotions. It is a v H.l UAl>l e t -ool for 
achieving emotional control through harn-J.e ss and etfee:tlv e 
release of destructive emotions. 
The theory o£ learning ae a "recons truct ion o f exp<U.'"• 
ience applied to instrumental music means thAt all nw w-,&• 
teria.l will be related to somethi ng with i n t he chi ld ' s U • 
perier~ce. 'l'he type of learning that i s n.aoo.mpani ed by 
thinkipg is the primary concern of' tl'le school. 
Recent music education objectives indicate that the 
ernphaeie is not only on the development ot t he it~d.ividual , 
but also on music as a. social institution . 
CHAPTJ:!'.R III 
THE e.L\LL INSTRtmENTAL ENSEtlBLE AS~ .tiD£' WI·a·' FOR 
AN ADE~UA'l'E INSTRUllENTAL PROGRAJ& , · · 
Considerable reading on the subject of el~ent~ry . 
school !llUsi c, int ervi ewe with several el.ementa~ :~c~~i~·;iiL:. : 
·: . . ;· :·-:-
principals and music teachers, observation of a. lerge 
number of elementary school music programs over a period 
of several years, and the writer's own teaching exper-
ience make it evident that there are many inadequacies 
:· . ~ -~.: :~; 
in the instrumental program at this level. While there 
is no single remedy for this situation, it is the writer's 
opinion that provision for small instrumental ensembles 
:,::::·:.:.: .-.:; 
is the most effective means of securing an adequate pro-
gram. 
In a typical school the emphasis is on the band or 
orchestra. In fact, as far as the gener&l public and most 
administrators are concerned, the instrumental program is -
the band or orchestra. This, in itself, constitutes no 
evil, but it bas led to a variety of pra ctices which are 
completely out of step with democratic educational ideals. 
The general practice of throwing pupils headlong into. the · 
larger ensembles before they are technically or emotion-
ally prepared for the experience is a. case in point. :"~Any~ 
one who has been subjected to this treatment can· remember . 
the hopeless reeling of inadequacy and the general emotion-
al turmoil that accompanies the experience. ' ,. 
Many eulogistic paragraphs have been written abo~t 
the ways in which ensanble playing contribut es to t h e 
development of citizenship, And there is no question that 
the orchestra, band, or a.ny type of ensemble group, und.er 
!h! right ~ £! leadership, can be an effective medium 
for this purpose. Most elementary e chool ensembles, how-
ever, fall fa.r short of achieving this very basic aim of 
educet ion. The :following report on an elementary school 
orchestra in action will serve to illustrate this point. 
The group to be described is by no means an. isola ted ex-
ample. Almoet all of the orchestras a nd bands observed 
follow the same general pattern, so that, in a sense, this 
situation is a composite picture. Because of varying de-
g rees of teacher control the lack of group discipline is 
not always so apparent as it is here, but t h e same poten-
tials exist, for the causes- are present in most of the 
g roupe. The names used in this report are fictitious. 
The DeVoe Granmar School Orchestra of t hirty-six 
players meets for rehearsals for one-hour periods - four 
days per week. The instrumentat. ion includes eight trum-
pets, four trombones, one tenor horn, two E flat altos, 
o n e baritone, one bass horn, four clarinets, four saxo-, 
phones, one pia no, one set of bells, one ba ss drum, one 
snare drum, a.nd seven violins. The rehearsal period 
observed began with the tuning of the instruments by the 
I 
instructor, who then led the group through t he playing of -
a march. This was the only number that was played from 
beginning to end without frequent stops. Three other num-
bers were rehearsed during this period. After every few 
measures the instructor silenced the orchestra, and spent 
considerable time giving help to individuals and small 
groups. During this time the bulk of the players amused 
themselves in various ways. Boys pestered girls. two of 
the trombone players poked nearby students with their 
slides, the drummers hit one another with t heir sticks, 
and the rest of the students, who were temporarily idle, 
chattered or made noises on their instruments while the 
teacher attempted explanations to specific groupe. This 
chaotic situation was reflected in the quality of the mu-
sical result that was achieved. When the entire group 
played, there was no semblance of harmony or balance. 
The drums and bras a instruments were played so loudly 
that, despite valiant efforts the strings and woodwind 
players were effectively submerged. From a musical stand-
point 1 t was every man for himself. By no stretch of the 
imagination could this a.ctivi ty be regarded as contribu-
ting to the development of effective citizenship. 
There are so many deficiencies in this program that 
it is difficult to find a starting point for applying cor-
rective treatment. Disciplinary action by the teacher 
would establish the appearance of order, but the causes 
for disorder would rew.ain. In other worde the cau.•e•• not 
the aymptons, must be tre.a.ted. ·u· _ _ ~ost of the ditfi cu.lt.y ia 
the result of allowing the ma.j ori ty o:f students to re:ma.in 
idle while the instructor' e attention ia oonc errtra.t ed on 
the few. Such a procedure would be unnecessary it the 
orchestra were divided into small groupe on the be.&ie ot 
ability, interests, and musical development. The students 
who need the extra attention are those who are inade<ll.t&tct• 
ly prepared for orchestral experience. Under the g uise of 
democratic procedure many educators and a.dn:l:inistra:tora 
advocate putting eve1.-yone in the orchestra rega.rdle:sa ot 
experience or ability. The case under consideration ia 
an example of the inevitabl.e result. The poor atudtmte 
a.re in the unpleasant situation of attempting the im-
possible. and the better students are held to &tandards 
far below their capabilities. As a result both g roupe 
lose interest in the music and begin to search to: other 
ways to express themselves. It seems obvious that an 
arrangement which takes care of individual diff erencea is 
more sensible. 
The solution of this problem must beg in with e. re-
Examination reveals that 
organization of the schedule. 
Week are 
allotted to irH5trum.e::lt&l music. 
e even hours per """' 
The woodwinds, brasses, and strings each meet once per 
Four hou re per week are de-
week for a one-hour period. 
voted to orchestra rehearsals. 
There is need for a 
flexible program with a more equitable dietribut ion of 
time. The strings and woodwinds are more difficult to 
play than the brasses and should therefore occupy a 
larger portion of the schedule. Beginning players ob-
viously need more time than those who are a dvanced. A 
fifteen-minute period twice per week is better than a 
half hour once a week, since children forg et much tha t 
they have learned over a weekly period; furt h e rmore, 
frequent supervision is necessary to insure the a cqu isi-
tion of correct techniques. An hour period for the 
orchestra rehearsals, particularly a.t the end of the 
school day, 1 s too long for most of the students. 
There are many possibilities for small ens emble work 
in this group, and yet it has never occurred t o the teacher 
that there is sufficient time for anything besides the 
orchestra. a.nd a few inadequate section rehearsals. In 
this program the beginning students take lessons in honlo-
geneous instrumental groups of perhaps five stud ents for 
periods of three to six months and are than placed i n the 
orchestra. Their playing prior to this time ru1s been 
chiefly in unison. In the orchestra they have a second. 
third. or fourth harmony part which seems to t h em to have 
little relation to the sounds they hea.r on every si d e. If 
pupils are allowed to play in small ensembles b efore t h ey 
are put into the orchestra, they will be far more adequately 
prepared for the la.rg e1· ensemble experience - socially as 
well a.s musi cally. In a small g roup the child oa.n learn 
to differentiate between harmonic parte. If he is play.ing 
the melody, he can learn to lead; if he is playing a har-
mony part. he ca.n learn to subo r dinate t hat pa rt. He also 
lea rns to be independent to t h e extent t h at he does not 
allow a diffet·ent part to interfere with his own, a nd he 
learns to cooperate with others in order to produce a sa tis-
fyi ng musical result · - a result that he can hear a nd ev alu-
ate. Here is the idea l place to introduce songs. Ma ny of 
these a re now arrang ed for instrwnenta and can be s'ecured 
for almost any conceivable combination.· It is hi ghl y i mpor-
tant to use mat erial that is inter est i.ng to t h e students, 
a nd if the favorite songs of the g roup are unavailabl e, it 
may be necessa ry for the teacher and the students to make 
simple arrang ements from the school song books. I f a s ong 
is protected by a copyright it will be necessa ry to secure 
permis s ion from the owners to rearrange it. It is always a 
g ood plan to go from the f amiliar to t h e unfamiliar, and 
this i mplies that the progress ion should be from un ison to 
two-part, three-part, and four-part songs. At first t h e 
melody and h a rmony parts should follow a similar rhythmi c 
pa.ttez·n, but, as the players prog ress, materia l of a more 
contrapuntal nature should be introduced. When a ch ild has 
developed musically to the extent that he can play hie part 
adequately in a small ensemble, he is prepared for partici-
pa.tion in a larger unit such as the orchestra or band. 
Once the s mall ensemb les ha ve been established, they oa.n 
devote part of their time to the orchestra music, eo that 
section rehearsals during the orchestra period are cut to 
a minimum. 
A g l a nce at the instrumentation of the g roup under 
consideration reveals that provision can be made for a 
brass choir, a saxophone quartette, a clarinet quartette, 
a nd a string ensemble with piano accompaniment. It goes 
wi t h.out saying that the teacher should devote part of her 
time to the development of student solo play ing . In 
setting up a schedule it is possi'ble only to make a aug-
g cstion. There are many possible varieties which would 
b e a dequate. The most important consideration is flexi-
bility, for any successful schedule .must be altered to 
fit particular situations as needs arise. For the pur-
pose of comparison, diagrams of the existitlg schedule and 
the proposed schedule are presented on the follow·ing page. 
It will be noted that t h e proposed schedule requires 
no more time than the existing one. It does not interfere 
with t h e total schedule of classes, eince it follows the 
h ours and t h e days of the week set up by the adminietra-
+ . vlOn. It i s advisable to consult the principal when 
chang es of this nature :::. r e contemplated. M.ost achninis-
trators will approve changes that do not disrupt the total 
schedule. The free periods in the proposed schedule which 
EXISTING SCH:lmtJU: 
1 ~~u~~------~T----~~~w~~~~~Y~--o :oo - 11 :OO .Brasses Woodwinde Strln8'• 
2:~o - 3:30 Orchestra Orchestra <Srohestre. orclie·eira 
10:00 - 10:30 
10:30 11:00 
2:~0 2:45 
2:45 - 3:00 
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appears on p a g e 38 are for the purpose of giving additional 
help where it is most needed. 
The chang es sugg ested thus far should elimi nate most 
of t h e difficulties in the DeVoe Orchestra, but there are 
a few a dditional problems here that are so common to groupe 
of this type that they should be considered. The question 
of wha t to d o with the drummers seems to be one of the 
meet vexi ng p rob l ems for many teachers. Since most of the 
orch estra music is written so that the drummers have nothi ng 
to play the majority of the time, they become bored and 
create almost constant dieturbances. The solution is so 
einp l e that it is generally overlooked. It is merely a 
matter of r ehearsing the music which has no drum pa rte at 
t h e beg inning of the period and that which ba.s drum parte 
at the end. The drummers appear on the scene during t h e 
l atter part of t h e period when they h ave something to play. 
The poor musical balance which has been mentioned is 
t h e result of overblowing of t h e wi nd instru..lllents and of 
t he instrument ation. A gree.t deal of educational liter-
ature is devoted to the t h eme "music for every child." This 
h as been widely interpreted to mea.n "put everybody i n the 
orchestra., • and the result of thie pract ice is a. hybrid 
ens emble sinli l a.r to the o ne describ ed. Once t h e error 
has been made it is unfair to eliminate anyone from the 
g r oup, but dividing the bra sses into two g roups wh ich 
play at altern a te rehearsals will improve the balance 
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considerably. Both groups oa.n pa.rti cipa.te in public per-
forma.ncee, without deetroying the balance, by playi.ng al-
ternate numbers. The brass inetruments have a physical 
appeal to boys who, in the main, are aggressive a.nd like 
to make noise; and the fact that the tones of these in• 
etruments suggest manliness and vigor a.dda a strong emo-
tional appeal. As a result there is a. preponderance of 
brasses in most school groups. .By making the brass choir 
a major activity, the overflow can be provided for: and, 
more important, there will be an opportunity for a more 
adequate musical experience fo .r the brass pla.yere than 
tl1e orcheetra alone can provide. 
The revisions suggested thue far are in line with 
the basic objectives of music education, for there ie now 
provision for the kinds of experiences that lead to the 
development of self control, personal satisfa ction, 
t echnicaJ. knowledge and skills, group consciousness, and 
creative power.l 
While the teacher of the group described in thie re-
port is to blame for JIBny of the faults which have been 
indicated, it is unfair to c onclude without considering 
other responsible factors. The teacher, whom we shall 
call Miss White, ha.s classes in reading, spelling, and 
arithmetic, in addition to a load of seventy music 
lThe author is indebted to Mrs. w. K. Harbert of the College 
of the Pacific Music Faculty for these objectives. 
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students. It is not surprising that she is exhaust ed to 
the point where her teaching is ineffectual. :Miss Whi t e 
seems to have a. sincere desire to carry on a suitab le i n• 
strumental program, but her unbearable teaching load plus 
her l a ck of preparation for instrumental teachi ng h ave 
placed her in what can best be described as a. hopeless 
position. A larg e portion of t h e blame for her circ~~­
stances lies with those educators who insist on a type of 
training that i s eo g eneral that mastery of specific eub-
j ect matter beco:raes a minor consideration. Th ose who 
advocat e this kind of prepara tion assume that specia liza -
tion is a.n evil. They overlook the fact that mastery of 
a specific field will in itself provide a broad experi ence, 
for the deeper one penetrates into any field of knowledge 
t h e more he must draw upon other areas for needed i nforma-
tion . The acquisition of general inforrr.a.tio n is of li ttl e 
value unless it can be related t o the specific i nterests 
of the individual concerned. When the tea ch er steps i nto 
the classroom, he must be able to ta.ke the i nit i a.t i v e. 
Eff e ctive leadership is impossible without a t h orough 
gr a sp of subject matter, for pupils resa~t followi ng t he 
instructions of a nyone who is incompetent. Almost every-
one agrees that student attitudes are of the utmost i m-
portance in any learning situation, yet rn&ny persons f ail 
to realize that students, by and large, are more favorabl y 
i mpressed by what the teacher knows and what he can .s!2. 
than by any other single !'a ctor. They are willing to 
overlook poor appea rance, personal.i ty _def ects. a.nd im-
proper presentation techniques if the instructor knowa 
his subject. In short, they will give their oonfiden c.e 
a.nd respect to the 1eader who knows the answers. 
· .. · . . · .. ··· 
CHAPTER IV 
THE USE OF S IIIALL Il.~STRtJM.'ENTAL JmsmD3U!S 
IN SEVJID.{ HUMBOLDT COUNTY EI·EMElfTA.RY SC!lOOLS 
The writer • s opinions rega.rdinf; t he value& ot OMll 
ensemble playing, and the suggest i ona for incH)l"}:H)r a.t1 ns 
this activity into the instrumental prog ra..-n. tu~e not the 
result of "arm-chair stru.teg y." The following deacription 
of e. successful instrumental prog ram which wao under t h o 
writer's direction for four yea rs will provide an illus-
tration of the use of s mall e n ser.abl es i n s even Ftwnboldt 
County schools. The schools are located withi n a f1fty 
mile radius in the rura.l communities of Fortuna, I .. oleta , 
Hydesville, Carlotta, Rhonnerville, Rio Dell, and SootiA. 
Teaching in this situation entailed d1·i vint; fi.fty-!.i ve 
miles per day, and providing instru ctio n for two h u ndred 
studente on all types of inetru."!1ents used i n the ~iP"'S.d.'fJa . 
~Tcne of the students studi ed prive~tel y , and onl y twenty 
had received any instruct i on o n instruments pr i or to the 
writer's arrival. A brie:f presentation of hackgr ou.nd 
material will help the reader gain an understanding of t be 
types of students involved. 
The children come from homes i n which t h e economic 
circumstances range from poor to well a b ove avers.ge with 
t f Centered J.
• n the lower-tb&n- av e.rage 
mos o the distribution 
""re rnercr..ants and professional 
class. A few of the 'fathers y.. 
liv
elihood from ds.i r yiOS • ! .a rm-
men, but the majority earn a 
ing, 
. d lumbering . 
sheep-ranchir~, 'fi sh1ng, an 
well over half 
the parents have not c o:mpleted high school, and only a 
very small percent have a colleg e education. Since only 
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a few of the families have travelled more than fifty mil ee 
from their homes in the last decade, the prevailing so-
cial outlook is narrow and provincial. The predominant 
nationalities are SWedish, Italian, and Portuguese. Many 
of the parents in this group were born on foreign eoil 
a.nd have brought the customs of their native lands to 
this country. The children in most of these families are 
subject to strict parental control. The girls help their 
mothers with the housework, and the boys work on the fa.nns, 
dairies. and ranches before and after school hours. Thus 
there is little time for home practice on musical instru-
menta. 
In each of the sevetl small towns embraced in this 
program the school is the center of social activity. There 
are frequent demands by parents for entertai~ent from the 
school, and it is natural that a large share should be dele-
gated to the music department. When dealing with seven 
localiti e s it is inevitable that there will be occasions 
when at least two of the ccemunitiee will request music 
programs on the same evening. When this happened the writer 
decided that small ensembles capable of self direction would 
offer a satisfactory solution. After the pressure of cir• 
cumstance had led to the development of these groups, many 
values became evident. The reader may draw his own 
conclusions about these values from the following re-
port. 
'l'he first situation to be considered is the Loleta 
Elementary School. Twenty-six students are enrolled in 
instrumental classes, and a daily forty-five minute per-
iod is devoted to this type of instruction. Ir1 addi t .1on 
to a band and orchestra there are a horn trio, a clarinet 
quartette, a violin quartette. a. percussion ensemble, and 
a trumpet trio. The horn trio and clarinet quart ett ~ made 
the most significant contributions to individual develop• 
ment in this school. ~o of the boys in the horn trio 
overcame rather serious handicaps as a result of their ex-
perience in this group. 
Robert, a fifth grader, was a boy of above averag e in-
telligence and normal physical appearance. His was a case 
of social ma.lad.j ustment which was the result of inner emo-
tional conflict. His attitude toward his classma tes and 
teachers wa.s one of extreme hostility. He was generally 
disliked and had no close friends. When corrected by his 
teachers he talked back, swore, or muttered un<ter his b1·eath. 
He bullied smaller children, r efused to do his school work, 
a~d expressed himself in various obnoxious ways. Investi-
gation revealed that his parents were dead, and that he 
lived with a grandmother and an aunt. He had an older sis-
ter who received most of the attention from the substitute 
parents. Robert was constantly nagged, wh ipped, and scolded 
· at home. Evidence seemed to indicate thatRobert's dis• 
obedience was the result of. an effort to get attention. 
His hostility was chi~fly the result of his rej action by · 
his family. teachers, and classmates. When he was first 
put into the horn trio, he refused to cooperate and seemed 
incapable of playing even a simple part. The two older 
boy s in the g roup were deairous of achieving a perfornl:l.noe 
standard comparable t o that of other ensembles in the 
sch ool. They were asked to help Robert, making allowances 
for his young er years. ~ Af:tera period of several weeks 
Robert began to be concerned. with his part in a school per-
formance by the group. lie began .to practice at home and to 
a sk f or additional help.> fronr the other boys. He was praised 
\'lh en he played well a.nd .critioized gently and good huraored-
ly when he played poorly. Helped by the other players and 
t he teacher, h e manag ed t ·o play his part adequately during 
the first sch ool performance. He wa.s now accepted by the 
oth er two memb ers of the trio. After several subsequent 
performances, Hobert became acquainted with the players in 
other ensemble g roups who performed on the same prog rams. 
As he ha.d found a. satisfactory way of O'etting 
·. o · recognition 
The following 
year he began t o play in the orchestra and was 
.. ·· soon accepted 
from others, mu ch of hfs hostility vanished. 
by most of t h e members <of this larger grou 1'!1 
. . : p. vonsUl tat ion 
with his cla ssroom teach • • r&.~· re~eaJ.ed that there 
was a marked 
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improvement in his attitudes toward hi 
· s total 
environment. His aunt, who played the piano, took coneid• 
erable interest in Robert's musica l development, and a much 
better rela tionship wa.e established between the · two. While 
his better adjustment is the result of many f actors, Robert•e 
experience in the horn trio marks the starting point tor 
h is improvement. 
The boy who, by his sympathetic help, wa.e chiefly re.;. 
sponsible for b reaking the ice in Robert • s ca s e had ov ercome 
a eerious problem of his own just a short year b efore. This 
boy, whom we shall call llarvin, was fond of athletics; but. 
because he had broken severa l pairs of gl asses, his mother>·· 
WO'-lld not allow him to indulg e in sports. He was passion-
ately fond of music: but, because he was considered to be : a 
monotone, his vocal experience brought no satisfa ction. 
Frustrated in these directions, he overcompensated in an-
eth el· by spending all of his spa re time on his studies. He 
was a brilliant student, but was nervous, irritable, moody, 
a nd s hy. He began to study horn when he rea ched the sixth 
g rade. At first his efforts we1·e self conscious and feeble, 
for he felt that he had no musical t a lent. His opinion was 
confirmed by his parents and classroom teachers. It was 
soon evident, however, that his sense of pitch was excellent, 
for he produced tones of accurate pitch on h is horn with 
ease. Eventually he b eoa.me the best of the horn players· --
developed 1 n any of the seven schools over a four year ·.• • 
period. After playing melody and harmony parts in the horn 
trio for a. year, he was pleasantly surprised to discover -
that he could sing as well a s most of his schoolmates • . By 
the time a nother year had passed, :Marvin bad develoJ)ed .into 
a co nfident, carefree, smiling boy who joked and rough~housed 
with his friends, a nd it was hard to believe that he had . 
ever b een shy, retiring, and unhappy. 
Marvin's case brings up the problem of monotones; and, 
since students with this handicap are often neglected, it 
seems desirable to dwell briefly on this question. Other 
simila r experiences with so-called monotones lead the writer 
to believe that there are few real monotones. In the major--
ity of cases, this difficulty is neither the result of a 
defi c ient pitch sense, nor of any structural defect in the 
vocal mechanism. Yost often, the child who is unable to 
vary the pitch of his voice faces two difficulties - either 
si ngly or i n comb ination. He may have either an undevel-
oped sense of pitch, or the inability to manipulate his 
voi c e. The latter diffiCillty is often the result of a 
psy chological b loc. The f a ct that several children, who 
were considered to be monotones, were cured by playing brass 
i ns truments leads to some interesting specula tion. When the 
open tones, or those produced by any single valve combination, 
are sounded o n a brass inst rument, the tones found in the 
chord of nature are produced. These are th t · e ones upon which 
our present harmonic .system is based, and 1· t seem reasonable 
to a s sume that they a.re an excellent starting point for 
.1-: 
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establishing pitch relationships. In additi.on, it ea.n be 
assumed that the vibration of the lips which is necessary 
to produce the t onea on a. brass instrument elicits a sym-
pathetic response from the voca.l mechanism. While this is 
purely specula..t ion, it offers a resonabl e explanation for 
the improvement in singing ability of most of the so-called 
r:ionotones who played brass instrument a in the Humboldt 
County proe-;ram. 
One of the most frequent criticisms of the school 
music program is that instrumental playing does not continue 
into adult life. A thorough discussion of this subJect would 
provide material enough for an entire book. It is well 
known by most music teachers that only five to ten percent 
of the school instrumentalists continue to play after grad• 
uation from high school. While it does not seem necessa ry, 
nor even desirable, for everyone to c ontinue his instrument-
al playing into adulthood, it can be sta ted emphatically 
tha t the percentage of those who do is entirely too small. 
Singing and playing in the home used to be a very desirable 
part of the American scene. It was of inestimable value in 
making wise use of leisure time and developing heal thy family 
rel ::~.tionships. From the standpoint of integration of person• 
ali t y there is no more important considerrl.tion than the home, 
for all the basic behavior patterns and emotional attitudes 
are established in the first five years o:f life. Uodifica-
tion of these becomes increasingly difficult with each 
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passing year; thue, trite but true. •an ounce of preven-
tion is worth a pound of cure." Prevention must begin in 
the home, a.nd any activity that promot<::js a desirable home 
environment is of the utmost importance. Small ensemble 
playing is one such a.cti vi ty. The following report on the 
clarinet quartette in the Loleta. School illustra.t es this 
point. 
Four girls. Phyliss. Carol. Margaret, and Ann , began 
playing in the clarinet quartette in the sixth grade. 
There was one a.dult supervised rehearsal each week. The 
girls held additional rehearsals at their various homes 
two or three evenings per week. At the end of a. year 
they had achieved a remarkable standard of pei·formanoe, 
and were playing for weekly church services and many seh~ol 
a.nd community functions. As a self directed g roup t hey 
co ntinued to play together throughout g ra.'"rlnmr a n d h i gh 
school. Although two of the girls married shortly after 
g raduation from high school. the group continued to meet 
for one weekly rehearsal and to appear on loca l mu s ic 
programs. Granted that this is an unusmu c a se, there ie 
no reason why it could not be made more usual. Th e i n-
dividual g rowth of these four girls. as a result of t h eir 
rnany social contacts and their unity in achieving a c om-
mon goal, was in completely desirable directions. One 
of these girls was the illigitima.t e ch ild of a. delinquent 
mother. Her home situation was intolerable; and, a s hamed 
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to bring the other girls to her mother' a house, she se-
cured perraiesion to hold rehearsals a.t her grandmother's. 
This girl graduated from high school in a nearby town, and 
recent reports indicate that she is considered to be one of 
the nicest girls in the community. There is little doubt 
that her aesocia.t ions with the other girls in the quartette, 
.and her acceptance by their fa.mili es were the most signifi• 
cant factors in keeping this girl out of trouble. 
The preceding cases are sufficient to illustra.t e the 
importance of small ensemble experience in the lives of spe-
cific individuals. An enumeration of ensemble groups in the 
remaining six schools will illustrate the variety of combi-
nations used. J!,.or purposes of brevity and clarity this ma-
terial is presented in outline form. 
Aoti vi ties Hydesvil~~ School 
Orchestra. a.nd band. 
Brass quartette (two cornets, horn, baritone) 
String quartette (three violins. 'cello) 
Trumpet duet (piano accompaniment) 
Carlotta School 
Orchestra 
!Aiscella.neous trio (flute, violin, piano) 
Violin trio 
Clarinet trio 
Trumpet and trombone duet 
Activities Rhonnervi~ School 
Orchestra 
Violin trio 




Orchestra and band 
Violin trio 
string eneem1)1e (t"our violine, t wo 'cellos} 
Cla.rinet quartette 
Saxophone duet {two E-flat a.l toe) 
Trumpet quartette 
Trombone trio 
Rio Dell School -
Orchestra and band 
Violin quartette 
Trm:npet duet (piano ace ompa.niment) 





two cornets, two trombones, 
Brase Choir (two trumpets • v._.&-lat horns. E-f la.t tuba} 
baritone, two ,.-k 
Approxima.t~ly half the aina.ll g roupe held regularly 
scheduled rehearsals. These took place twice weekly for 
fifteen to twenty minute periods. The remaining g roupe 
were self directed, with occasional check ups by the in• 
structor. In a<idit ion to the groups listed in the fore-
g oing outline, there were cla sses in beginning instruments. 
The older students often assisted in teaching the beginners. 
Students were gl"oup ed according to ability levels and in-
terests, and provision was made for solo performances. 
Chang es in personnel as a result of gra duation, new stu-
dents moving into a n area, or others moving away, would 
obviously c a use . some revisions in the instrumenta.ti on of 
the anmll ensem})les. B~nd and orchestra rehea rsals were 
held from two to three times per week for half hour per-
iods. Some of the a nall ensemble rehearsals \vere devoted 
to diffi oul t sections of the band or orchestra music. In 
the Fortuna, Scotia., and Rio Dell schools instrumental mu-
sic was taught for one hour each day. In the remaining 
sch ools forty-five L."linutes per da.y were devoted to this 
type of instruction. The precedi ng outline e.n d the above 
re~ro.rks illustrate that, even with a limited amount of time 
and an extremely overloaded program, it is possible to make 
provision for a. variety of activities. 
The use of sma.ll ensembles i n t h e Hu.'!lboldt Program led 
to the realization that ensemb le playing gave opportunity 
for the individual development of both superior and inferior 
students. In Chapter II, p. 26 of this thesis it was 
stated tr.at •every musical experience in the e~ementa.ry 
school should be planned on the basis of individual dif• 
ferences and according to the needs of the greatest number." 
This p oint is reiterat&d because the writer feels t hat, in 
order to provide for the needs of the g rea.test number, the 
program is too o:ften planned on the basis of a preconceived 
averfl.g e, with little or no consideration for the students 
at the extremes. During the past few years frequent cri ti• 
cism has been directed at the school music prog ram because a 
g ood many educa.t ora, administrators, and p a rents b elieved 
that the talented students were getting the lion 's share of 
attention. In the attempt to correct this situa tion the 
pendulum has swung to the opposit extreme, a.nd one of the 
g reatest weaknesses of most school music prog r a ms today is 
the lack of opp ortunity for the talented stud ent. Grouping 
students according to ability levels will g ive t he talented 
ch ildren the chance to deal with material tha t is sufficient-
ly challenging; and, as has been pointed out, will of fer op-
portunity for t h e handicapped. At a.ll costs the t ea cher muat 
avoid any procedure which attempts to mold t h e individual to 
fit a mass pattern. In the large ensembles, such as the hand 
and orchestra, it is necessary to use material that is with -
in the grasp of the greatest number; and, almost invariably, 
t here will be a few students who fi nd the materia l too ea sy 
and a few who find it too difficult. Thus, a ny instrumental 
~ · 
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program which limits musical experi enoe t 0 those large m• 
sembles is distinctly unfair to the students at t.he extrer-tea . 
The ema.ll ensemble is in no sense a. substitut e t or t h• 
band and orchestra.. In :fact, it provides t h e opportunity 
for the development of bands and orcheetra.e which are in• 
finitely superior to those usually heard in the elenuurtary 
school. The musical standard achieved by these orgo.,niz&• 
tiona in the Hwnboldt Program, from the standpoi nt of tone, 
intonation, and balance, excelled that o! moat of the hifth 
school groups in the same county. The writ er h a s phono-
gra.ph recordings of bands, orchestras, small ense<mbl.(!la , 
and solos which prove that the musical result s are superi or 
to anything achieved in a.n elementary school under the 
traditional type of program. 
The discerning reader will realize that the me chanioa 
of setting up a. schedule which provid es for s mall ensem-
bles will not, in itself, develop :musiciansh ip. In a pr&• 
vious chapter of this thesisl it was s tated tr..a.t instru.mente 
should be selected on the basis of individual a.bili t,i fte . 
needs, and interests. In the Htm1boldt Prog ra.m tn:1s wae 
done in the following manner. 
At the beginni ng of each 
year the pitch. rr..ythm. and duration po rtions o:f t.h$ sea-
shore Test were given to all the fourth g raders. Th.e test 
lid :reet.Ut a . 2 Coneulta.tion. was given twice to obtain more va 
1 
2¥hi;~test ie not considered vali d when used below t h e 
fifth grade. 
were held with the classroom teachers and the students for 
the purpose of obtaining relevant i r...forma.tion. Three yea.re• 
use of the Seashore Test of Mus 1 ca l Talent denonstra.t ed that, 
at the fourth grade level. it did not indicate what c ould b e 
expected of students. Time after ti me thoe e who scored zero 
on all portione of the test developed into t h e beet players. 
The test .!m!, useful in indicating t h e extent of a atudent•e 
musical experience; for. almost always, the h i gh s cores wer.e 
achieved by c hildren who had taken priva te l esson s on pi&lto 
or violin, or who had done co nei d,rable singi ng i n the home. 
Believing that there is a hi gh degree of correlat ion between 
int e llig ence and musical talent, t h e writer encourag ed the 
bright students to study the more difficult instrument s. 
No attempt was made, however, to get them to play i net r umente 
in wh ich they showed no interest. The slow students were 
encourag ed to study the easier inetrtune nte. Only wh en there 
was parental or child insistence that could not be overcome, 
was a backward child allowed to s tudy a difficult i nstru-
ment. Th e results i n these ca ses were r arely ea.ti efaot ory. 
Except in a very few cases t h e students played t h e instru-
me nt of their choice. 
An attempt to find a more va.lid means of pre-test i ng 
led to the use of tonettes, and the seasho re Teet was aban-
doned in f avor of tonette ensembles. Th e E. c. Moore Cla.a& 
u ethod For Tonettes was used with g roups of t hird and fourth -
graders. Not more than twelve students were placed i n any 
one group; and, as far as possible, students were grouped 
according to a.b ili ty levels as the class progressed. The 
tonette ensenililes proved to be an excellent means of pre-
testing; and, in a three month period it was possible to 
determine, with a fair degree of accuracy, the chances of 
each individual for success on specific musical instruments. 
This activity also served as a logica1 introduction to the 
reading .of instrumental notation. The mechanics of playing 
the tonettes are so simple tha.t children can focus their 
attention on the music; and, as a result, they learn to 
read fairly compli ca.ted rhytluns. This accompli sr..ment is of 
great value when the child begins to study a musical instru-
ment. Having learned to read with some degree of skill, he 
c.a.n concentrate on the ma.nipulati ve diffi cul ties of the in-
strument. Since the fing ering system of' the tonette is 
similar to those of the flute, clarinet, oboe, a.nd saxo-
phone, it of:fers excellent preparation for the playing of 
these instr'Uments. 
l y . 
' ... ·-~ 
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COliCLUSIO!~ 
these con c luding p oi nt s cannot b e emphasiz ed too strong-
The first lessons that a child takes on a musical i n-
..__ . _.._...,_. ... - - ·--
stru.-n ent .!!.!:! ~ ~ important, !.2..£ llll dur i ng these ~ • 
.!!i.'ll!. m except iOn!,, ~ establ ishes .:!J.!.£ basi c playing habi t s 
~!'ill, pers ist !2.£ ~ long ~~ playa. Any t each er who 
h a s attempted t o correct the f aulty techn i qu es of s tud ent s 
who h ave had poor i nstruction, or who has struggled t o ov er-
come h ie own d e f i ciencies in t his di rect i on , i e aware of th e 
h eartb reaki ng s truggle it enta ils. If t h e b est tea chers wer e 
pla ced in the el emente.ry schools we could go a long way 
toward correct i:ng the topsy-turvy situation t h at exists i n 
our educa tional s ystem today. It is time to aba ndon the typ e 
of education tha t attempts to b u i l d from top to bottom, and 
concentrate on the kind that builds from bott om t o top. A 
really a.degua.t e music program .!till. b eg in !.!,!h lli infa nt 
i rJ the home. Realizing this, many music tea ch ers cont act ---
p a rents of pre-school children and provide t h em with i nfor-
mation that will help t h e cr.ild develop his i nnat e musica l 
ca.paci t y . Such activi ties a.s singi n g simpl e s ongs, play i ng 
rhythmic games. l isteni ng t o some of t h e excel l ent ph ono-
g raph records mad e expres sly for child ren , a.nd experiment-
ing wi t h simp1 e instruments should b e a pa rt o f every pre-
school ch ild's a.~p erien ce i n t h e h ome or nursery school. 
Th e developmen t of a love for t h e b eauty i n music ie a 
process which should begin in the first years and contin• 
ue until the end of life. 
CHAPTER V 
MUSIC MATERIALS FOR SUALI .. INSTRUMENTAL El:TSB.rnLEB 
m THE ELEMEN'TARY SCHOOL 
60 
One of the major difficult! es faced by those who att empt 
to for.m small instrumental ensembles in the elementary school 
ie the lack of suitable published material. Available ma-
terial ie usually too difficult; or, if sufficiently easy, ie 
uninteresting . It seems likely that there will be a shortag e 
of good material. until there ie sufficient demand to warrant 
publication. Most of the material used in the Humboldt Pro-
gram was either arranged or transcribed by the author of 
this thesis. A few examples of the latter arrang ements and 
tra nscriptions will be found a.t the end of this chapter. 
The list of published material on the following pages 
is necessarily meagre, for it includes only the best that ie 
readily available. For an important source, the reader is 
referred to a phamphet published by the Music Educator Ua-
tional Conference, 64 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. The 
pamphlet is titled Music Material !E..£ Small Instrumental 
.Ensen:iblee. It costs but fifteen cents and contains the 
names and a brief description of about nine hundred compo-
sitions - very he1pfully classif'ied. A considerable amount 
of this material is suitable for grade school use. 
Except for the Century PUblications. all of the music ';;_':'' 
listed for groups larger than duets includes a conductor's 
score. This part14J.liy ~+•ins' the discrepancy in price 
between Century and C)'t.ll.~ publishers. The material on 
the f'cllowi ng pageki~~ ~~'~ri $ither used, or carefully 
examined. The gJ:~4·i.#i~ c>f et\sy, m~ciium, and difficUlt, 
61 
... :-. ;, ·- -· ;:- .-_.::'.:":; .,-- ...... -- ... --... -._.-:·.··_·_. 
are made in relailbhtC> ~l~eh~a.rY school students. More 
. ·-: -_ ... "_: ::·_~:-;:.<- .' ·_ -.- - : ·. ; 
specifically, thei·i~~~{,.~~s· ~re f'or a.v.era.ge students. in 
an average situati6~,: ~~om the fourth to the eighth grade 
-·_ . .:-:;;:: _:. -~~-:· :_:. : -_ : ·_. ·;· ·,: ' . 
. : -. :. ~·-:. -: ' .. - '·;· ' ': .· ·. . . 











Title and remarks 
Calliet Brass g_uartette 
Album , scored for 2 cor-
nets a.nd 2 trombones. 
Contains 19 number s i n-
eluding Christmas sonaa. 
Grade: Easy to diff i cult. 
ldl l l e , N. Y. • 60 
ICntr;z of the Heralds , sex- Boo s ey Hawka 1. ~0 
tette for 2 cornets , bar- N. Y. 
itone, F horn, tuba , a nd 
trombone. Grade: diff i-
cult. 
Trumpet Symphony, s cored 
for 4 trumpets; includ es 
12 standard excer pts, 5 
fanfares. Grade: Easy to 
difficult. 
Tone Sketch, eextette 
for 2 cornets, F horn, 
trombone, baritone, bass. 
Grade: Medium. 
Trio Album for Three 
!-flat Trumpets. Con-
tains uatriotic and f a -
milia r"" song s. Grade: easy. 
Pottag ~uartette Al bum 
scoredor 4 Fren ch horns. 
Con ta.i ns hym.ns, standa rd 
songs, strains r:om Operas. 
Grade: ea.ey to dl.ff icult. 
Serenata. Brass ~uintett e , 
composed by Corelli. For 
2 cornets, horn , bar~tone, 
and tuba. Grade: meai um. 
Ensemble Classics for 
Brass Q.ua.rt et~.e • by_ Elgar • 
Mendelssohn, :Bach, .Bra~s, 
Schumann, Handel, Sibe~ ius, 
Mozart Verdi • etc. con-
tains 2o numbers. Grade: 




Ch i ca.go 
Bel win . I nc. 
lt . Y. 
Belwin , I nc. 
ll . y . 
. oo 





Title and remarks Puhlishe~ 
Son~ .2!, .lh!:. Lark, Op. Ruban~,U. Y. 
48, No. 4, Mendelssohn. 
Scored for 2 cornets, 
and two trombones. 
Grade: medium. 
Ideal .B.ra..s .. s. g,ua.x:tet.tes Belwin, Inc. 
and Fanlrares, contains 
EYiii'ns and songs. Avail-
able in eight possible 
combina.t ions for brass 





The followi n,g material for brasses is published by 
Century Music Company, New York. These selections are pub• 
lished in sheet music form., and retail for fifteen cents 
per part. For e:f:ficie.nt service it is advisable to order 




















~-flat Cornet (££ T~~e~) Trios 
Title 
Betty's Waltz 
Eastward Ho ·t 
Bumpy Road, The, 
Va.ga.b ondia 
Tri wnphal March 
Skyrocket 
Cape Cod Chanty 
Romany Dane e 
All A."lleri can Waltz 
Man from Mars, March 
Beautiful Blue ~nube 
1'uni culi .Funi cula. 










In Old Vienna,Yaltz Med. 
.. .. 
Trumpet Q.ua.rtettes 
Cirib iri bin 
In The Gloa.rning, and 
Long, Long, Ago 
Southland, a Medley 













































Trombone (or :Sari tone) Duets 















Title Grade Publisher Price 
Souvenir of Venice 
Nina Mia 
Count ry;;.Gardene 
Two Guitars (2951)1 
Rustic Dance (2950) 
:Menuet (Castor & Pollux) 
Over The Wavee (2893} 
Tales From The Vienna. 
Woods 
Clarinet Trios 
Theme (Symphony 1-ro. 2) 
(3271) 
Scarf' Dance (3272) 
Preludes (of.28, Nos. 
?, and 20. 3268) 
Gavotte from Don Juan 
(Score and parts) 
Celebrated Ga.vott e 
(Score and parts) 
Minuet from Don Juan 
(3270} 
Soldi era March ( 3269) 



















Clarinet Q.uart et t es 


















Clarinet Quartettes (Continued} 
Com;eosfltl' Title Grade Publisher 
Grieg Wat chma.n • s Song,Op. Medium Century 
12. No. 3 .. (3274} 
Haydn Menuetto a1 Ro- Difficult 13azt er-
veacio Northup 
Iljinsky Berceuse {3275) Medium Century 
Mendelssohn SOng Without Words 
No. 48 (3277} Uediwn Century 
Mozart llinu.et and Trio 
~Symph. 
3273) 
in E :flat) Difficult Ca.'1tury 
Schu...-na.nn Soldier's March Easy Baxter-
Northup 













Minuet in G (2798) 
Prairie Warblers 
To Spring (2801) 
Dark Eyes (2942} 
















I1 Bacio (2826) Medium Century 
Moonlight Sonata Medium " 
(Adagio) (2829) 
Two Guitars (2961) Difficult • 
Serenade l.J.ediu.m " 
Saxophone uartettes 




















Ba.rnby SWeet and Low Ea.ay 
1fedium 
Medium 
Alfred Mus. ~90 
Dvorak 
Schwm:um 
Largo (lTew World) 
Traumerei 
lAlso obtainable as flute duets. 






Arra.gg,er • ••- .Title and Rana.rke -;;;.;;..;;=,;;.,;;;;;;;:::;. Publisher P.rtc• 
Bang, Ua.ia G.ingha.m Books for 
!wo Violln,s_ ~-Piano. 
~ntains several very 
easy duet a.) 
G. Sch irmer • 50 
Boston 
-~ .. : ·' . 
De Lama.ter All Grades for Violins. 
SCOred for ~ioline. 
(The :t'i.ret three parte 
are easy; the fourth 
part is difficult and 
is to be played b~ an 
a.dvanoed at udent. } 
Rubank .60 
;:-. .·: ·,;_.:: _,,. 
~ . . 
·:·.:._;· .. 
Norfleet, H. llight Little Trios, for 
violin, celio, and 
piano. Very easy. 
c. Fisch er 
rz. Y. 
1.25 
The following musio for strings is pUblished by Century 
Music Company, New York. All numbers are fifteen aente, •and 
















,!!:2. Vi o 1 in e 2 -.P.-.1.-,a.n . . o.-
Title 
Alice Where Art Thou? 
Arrival of the Gueets 
Berceuse (Cradle Song) 
Herd Girl' e Drea.m, The 
In An Aeroplane, Galop 
Li ebeetraum 
W.nuet in G 
Old Englieh Dance 
Onward, Christian Soldiers 
Polish Song 
Priests' March 
Scouts on Parade, March 
Tales of Hoffman, Valse 
Tannhauser March 
Valse .BaroaJ:oll e 
Grade 
















































Violin Q.uart et.t.~e, 
Title 
Fairies' Ball, The (Valse) 
Gently Gliding (Barcarolle) 
Silver i.foonli.ght (Serenade) 
Soldier Boys (March) 
Sparkling Sunbe1ms (Caprice) 
















~ Violins, Cello, ~ Piano 
Drea.-n of the Shepherdess 
Il Bacio (Waltz) 
Li eb estr~um 
Minuet in G 














MI SCELLA.NEOUS El:iSEhLBLES 
Title and Remarks - Publisher Price 
Arnold, :ray .Everybody's Favorite, (Solos Amsco, Inc.l.25 
Duets, Trios for all inetru- N.Y. 
Arnold 
:menta. Conta.i ns 32 well 
known songs and instrument-
al pieces. Easy to difficult.) 
Varietz Album, (Solos, 
duets, trios , can be used 
for any combination of 
the following: Violin, 
flute, saxophone, clarinet 
a.nd trwnpet. Easy to 
difficult.) 
Ameco, Inc. • 60 
. : .·.:; . . 
68 
Arra nger Ti tl.e •-·~~ Remarks Publisher Price 
.·.:: . 
Broke, Ma~c::· Bless flftf House, an Boosey Hawke ,.60 
edit 1 ~p.·;;~ saxophone, N.Y. 
Cheyette 






cl ar i ne~;'J cornet , t rom-
bone sol.ps or duets. li}l.ey. 
4-Tone :&'olio, scored for c. Fischer 
str ing$i brasses' wood-
wi nda,. ·-:;·}:l!'aey to medium. 
More 4~.!cmes (Vo-l. II of 
ahove7 ledium. ·-
Third J.;i.!&!l! Folio (Vol. III) 
Medium to difficult. 
Holiaaz\t~ollection, can-'~be Ruba.nk 
used a.e ··aolos, duets, trios, · 
or quartettes for strings, 
brasses, and woodwinds. Con-
tr~ins N~tiona.l Songs, folk 
songs, Hymns, Ballads, ·- and 
composf~1one for holidAy 
o c cas ions. Easy 
Utilit;z Collection, same Rubank 
as abo,.~ except that it -· 
contain;• 9nly secular and 
sacred songs. 
Forester Ensemble Folio 
~ro. I. ···''s'Scored for all B-
fla t-iri8'truments a.e solos, 
duets, trios, quartettes, 
or larg er ensembles. 




world J)l.mo.ua SOlos, s<:ored Boosey Hawks 
as solO$ '' a.nd duets for 
clarinet' ~ eo rnet t saxo-
phon e, tr ora.bone, or bari-
tone. Contains ten standard 










------------------.. - ·----------- --.. - -.. ·- ···----- ... -----·--------·--·----.. ·-----· 
Violin (Arranged for st r ing trio) .. . :j;:~:::~= :::=.:::~:::;:::::::· --------- ·---·-______ ... ............... ............. ............. ....... .................. ...... ~ ............. . 
:'.t=::-.:.____ _ ___ .:::::... - ------· ---~-:.:~:.::~:::::~ .:....--=._---:::::..":::: ::::::-.::= ·--------- . ··.:::·::._. ---·· 
Kocler..d• 
Viola. 
-- ?~it~---~~ t~r~ ~=----~-~ ~ ~~=-~ it~F~ ~~J£ :~ ~~i-: -~~-Bj~fy} : -
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So 
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CHORALE J. S . Bach 
Violin I ~ 
r." t':' • 
: ... : ..~~~~~=£:. ~~)~.£=~1\~~ :~:ltJ~~ ~~: ~=$~]~~ ~·::~:j:~ :~.:.:>;:.;:J:}~· :: : ~. ~~_:·t~fi:~::-~ 
.;; ~,.. ..,.~ 
Viola 
1':' ~ >":' 
I 
'Cello ! 
=-~~ §'(f!~':tf€I~i ~~~ ·1fi~ftf'i0ts~~~~~ 
WALTZ UO. 9 13r ahma 
(Arranged for clarinet quartette 
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(Arrang ed for b ras s qua.:rt et te) 
7 ? 
(Arrang ed fo r trombone or cello trio) 
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